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Dear Mr. Cardegna: 

 

On behalf of the Labour Program of Employment and Social Development Canada (ESDC), 

please find attached all records requested under the motion for production of documents related 

to the Federal Contractors Program (FCP), adopted on November 2, 2020, by the Standing 

Committee on Government Operations and Estimates. 

 

As you will see from the attached files, ESDC is disclosing as much information as possible 

within the scope of the motion. 

 

The motion stipulates that departments tasked with gathering and releasing the documents do 

their assessment and vetting as would be done through the access to information process. This 

was the approach adopted by ESDC.  

 

The following redactions were applied in accordance with the Access to Information Act: 

 

- Personal information as per section 19(1); and 

- Statutory prohibitions as per section 24(1). 

 

Additionally, a consultation was undertaken with third parties as per section 20 of the Act. At the 

request of contractors, some further redactions were applied under sections 20(1)(b) and 

20(1)(c). Please note that given the consultation deadline, which was October 28, 2020, ESDC 

was unable to consider some recommendations since the Committee’s date for producing the 

records is December 1, 2020. 

 

The original package attached contains complete employer submissions under the FCP and all 

related working documents in the employers’ language of choice (English or French). This may 

include the target-setting report, the results table, workforce analysis, revised objectives or 

targets for the remaining gaps in representation, and any explanatory materials that have been 

submitted as outlined in the table below. 
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